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72" SWEEPER ATTACHMENT
SAFE OPERATION NEEDS A QUALIFIED OPERATOR
Qualifier Operator Must Do The Following:

•

Understand the written instructions, rules and regulations

•

Have training with actual operation

•

Know the work conditions

•

Use Safety Rules:

1. Check that the Bob-Tach levers are in the locked position and the wedges are fully
engaged into the holes of the attachment.

2. Make sure all the controls (steering levers, foot pedals, mechanical and advanced hand
controls) are in the NEUTRAL position before starting the Bobcat loader.

3. Keep your feet on the pedals (or foot rests), seat belt fastened snugly and seat bar
lowered when operating the bobcat loader and attachment.

4. When learning to operate the attachment, do so at a slow rate in an area clear of
bystanders.

5. DO NOT permit personnel to be in the work area when operating the bobcat loader and
attachment.

6. Before leaving the operator’s seat, always lower the lift arms fully, engage the brake,
stop the engine, raise the seat bar and move foot pedals and mechanical hand controls
(if equipped) until both are locked.

7. DO NOT make any adjustments or repairs on the Bobcat loader or attachment while the
engine is running.

8. Wear safety approved eye protection.
9. DO NOT modify equipment or add attachments that are not approved by the
manufacture,

10. Attachment must be used ONLY on machines with the correct lo capacity.
11. Operated the Sweeper only from the' operator's seat.
12. Never operate the Sweeper in a lifted position. Work only on the surface that the
machine is standing on.
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